Someone who is clever learns and understands things easily.

These words also mean clever.
- brainy
- bright
- intelligent
- sharp
- smart

Brilliant means very clever indeed.

Someone who is wise knows and understands many things.

Someone who is cunning or crafty is clever at tricking people.

A set of clothes that you wear together is an outfit or suit.

A set of clothes that you wear for acting in a play is a costume.

A set of clothes that everyone wears at school or in a job is a uniform.

These are all different kinds of clothes.
- coat
- dress
- jacket
- jumper
- pyjamas
- shirt
- shorts
- skirt
- socks
- sweatshirt
- trousers
- T-shirt

These words also mean clever.
- brainy
- bright
- intelligent
- sharp
- smart

Age-appropriate synonyms introduce young readers to a variety of words and inspire their writing.

Lists of carefully selected related words, so children can talk and write about the subject with confidence.

Colourful layout with detailed 3D pictures to instantly immerse children and make learning fun.